Model of the reliability analysis of the distributed computer systems with architecture "client-server" Abstract. The paper considers the problem of the analysis of distributed computer systems reliability with client-server architecture. A distributed computer system is a set of hardware and software for implementing the following main functions: processing, storage, transmission and data protection. This paper discusses the distributed computer systems architecture «client-server». The paper presents the scheme of the distributed computer system functioning represented as a graph where vertices are the functional state of the system and arcs are transitions from one state to another depending on the prevailing conditions. In reliability analysis we consider such reliability indicators as the probability of the system transition in the stopping state and accidents, as well as the intensity of these transitions. The proposed model allows us to obtain correlations for the reliability parameters of the distributed computer system without any assumptions about the distribution laws of random variables and the elements number in the system.
Introduction
The peculiarity of many applications "client-server" (CS-application) of modern distributed computer systems is their diversity and dispersal [1] , [2] . There are some specific features in designing distributed computer systems. First of all it is the dependence of the architectural model from a some non-functional system requirements such as performance, security, safety, reliability [3] . In the architectural solutions analysis within the modern systems it is essential for the developer to have the opportunity to the evaluate architectural reliability of CS-applications, as an important part of the system [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In addition, in the distributed computer system different system components can be implemented in different programming languages and can be run in different processor types. The data models, information presentation and communication protocols are not uniform in the distributed systems; therefore architectural reliability is an important factor for design [9] , [10] . As a rule, the intermediate components are formed from ready-made components and do not require developers to do special debugging.
In architecture "client-server" a server part is usually installed in a separate PC "serverclient" part of the software in working places with the different functional structure of software. A server-client part of the software can operate in different operating environments. In this regard, problem of the parameters reliability analysis of distributed computer systems with client-server architecture is important and actual. 2. Scheme of a distributed computer system functioning with architecture "clientserver"
Let's assume that the system is operating in normal (non-boundary) conditions, so you can avoid the independence of individual failures. In the proposed model the subsystems are not regenerated.
A distributed computer system (DCS) is understood to be a unity of hardware and software tools implementing the following main functions [11] : processing, storage, transmission and data protection. The structure of a computer system is presented in Fig. 1 . Fig.1 . Structure of the distributed computer system with radial structure.
Here a server is an element included a system of data storage (SDS) with their system of data transition (SDT) and security system (SS), a client-element system containing data processing system (DPS) with their SDT and SS; and the concentrator serves to link a client and server and consists of SDT and SS. We consider the system with N clients and one server. We can distinguish the following types of the system failures security: hidden and false [12] . At the hidden failure SS does not parries the failures of other subsystems, with false failure SS spontaneously produces protective functions while normal operation of SDS, DPS and SDT and leads to the system stopping.
In Fig. 2 Fig.2 . Scheme of the distributed computer system operating State in the graph means the following: 1 -normal operation of DPS; 2 -failure of DPS; 3 -normal operation of SDT client; 4 -failure of SDT client; 5 -normal operation of SS client; 6 -false failure of SS client; 7 -hidden failure of SS client; 8 -normal operation of SDT port concentrator a client is attached to; 9 -failure of SDT port concentrator a client is attached to; 10 -normal operation of SS port concentrator a client is attached to; 11 -false failure of SS port concentrator a client is attached to; 12 -hidden failure of SS port concentrator a client is attached to; 13 -normal operation of SDT port concentrator a server is attached to; 14 -failure of SDT port concentrator a server is attached to; 15 -normal operation of SS port concentrator a server is attached to; 16 -false failure of SS port concentrator a server is attached to; 17 -hidden failure of SS port concentrator a server is attached to; 18 -normal operation of SDS; 19 -failure of SDS; 20 -normal operation of SDT server; 21 -failure of SDT server; 22 -normal operation of SS server; At failure of DPS or SDT on client or failure of SDT port concentrator a client is attached to at functioning of the relevant SS client or port concentrator is transferring into the stopping state; the system itself is transferring into the state of reduced efficiency (as with false failure of SS client or port concentrator a client is attached to). At failure SDS or SDT server or SDT port concentrator attached to server you are normally working corresponding SS a distributed computer system switches to transferring to the stopping state as and when the false failure of SS server or hub port concentrator , attached to and at stopping of all clients or port concentrators attached to clients. At any subsystems failure in a hidden failure responsible for its control SS transfers into the emergency state.
Mathematical analysis model of the distributed computer systems of the architecture "client-server"
Let's consider the system behavior on the interval [0, t]. Introduce the following notations. introduce the necessary. Let ψ is the time to failure of the DPS with the distribution f ψ (t) = P(ψ ≤ t); δ -time to failure of SDS with the distribution F δ (t) = P(δ ≤ t); γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 -time to failure of port concentrator client and server correspondingly with the distribution F γ1 (t) = P(γ 1 ≤ t), F γ2 (t) = P(γ 2 ≤ t), F γ3 (t) = P(γ 3 ≤ t). Introduce as ρ 1 , ρ 2 , and ρ 3 the time to the hidden failures and as η 1 , η 2 and η 3 the time to the false failures of SS of port concentrator client and server correspondingly with the distribution:
The probability of the system transition in the stopping state and accidents is understood as indicators of reliability as well as the intensity of these transitions [13] , [14] . First let's consider the reliability indicators for transitions in the stopping state.
Stopping state of the distributed computer system will come when in the stopping state, the clients or all ports concentrator clients, server, or hub port concentrator attached to will transfer.
The probability that on the interval [0, t] the stopping state will occur could be written as follows: where P ок1 (t) is probability of the stopping state of all clients by the moment t; P ок2 (t) is probability of the stopping state of all port concentrator clients are attached to by the moment t; P ок3 (t) is probability of the stopping state of all port concentrator a server is attached to by the t; P ос (t) -probability of the stopping state of the server by the t.
Let's introduce the following variables. Let ζ i is the time to the stopping state of the i-th client, where
. Then the probability that on the interval [0, t] the stopping state of all clients will occur is determined by the following expression Using the features of indicators and mathematical expectation we receive:
Where P ioк (t) is the probability that the stopping state of the i-th client will not occur by the moment t; I ζi ≤ t is function-indicator (I ζi ≤ t = 1 at ζ i ≤ t и I ζi ≤ t = 0 at ζ i > t). The probability that the i-th client will not be transferred into the stopping state:
Having done some analytical transformations we receive:
Let τ j is time to failure of j-th port concentrator a client is attached to, where
. The probability that on the interval [0, t] the stopping state of all ports concentrator will occur clients are attached to is determined by the following expression where ) (t P jτ is a server is attached to of i-th port concentrator will not occur by the moment t.
could be written as follows:
Similarly we can write down that the probability the stopping state of the port concentrate or a server is attached to on the interval [0, t] will not occur:
The probability that a server was not transferred into the stopping state on the interval [0, t]:
Having done some transformations we receive: Then the probability that on the interval [0, t] the stopping state will occur could be written as follows:
Having substituted (1), (2), (3) and (4) into (5) we receive:
So we received the expressions for calculation the probability of stopping state and its intensity of the distributed computer system on the interval [0, t] . Now let's consider indicators of reliability referring the system transferring in accident conditions. The accident will occur if at least one client, port concentrate or a server will transfer into the accident conditions. A subsystem will transfer into the accident condition if after the hidden failure of SS the failure of the controllable subsystems will occur. The probability that on the interval [0, t] the stopping state will occur could be written as follows:
where P aк1 (t) is the probability that the stopping state of one of clients will not occur by the moment t, P ак2 (t) is the probability the accident of one of the port concentrates by the moment t; P ac (t) is the probability the accident of a server by the moment t. Let's introduce the auxiliary variables. Let i ω is time to the transferring of the i-th client into the accident conditions, where
Then the probability that on the interval [0, t] no one of clients will transfer into the accident conditions could be determined by the expression: Having done some analytical transformations we receive:
is the probability that the accident of the i-th client will not occur by the moment t.
The probability that on the interval [0, t] the i-th client will not transfer into the accident conditions, Let ε j is time to the failure of the of j-th port concentrator leading to the accident of DCS, where
. Then the probability that on the interval [0, t] no one of port concentrators will transfer into the accident conditions could be determined by the expression:
is the probability that of j-th port concentrator will not transfer into the accident conditions by the moment t.
The probability that on the interval [0, t] a server will not transfer into the accident conditions, Let's do some transformations:
Then the probability that on the interval [0, t] the accident will occur could be written as follows: Having substituted (7)- (9) into (6), we receive:
So, we have received the expressions for calculation the accident probability and intensity of the distributed computer system on the time interval [0, t] .
The fact that reliability indicators were received without any suppositions about a number of clients in the system and about laws about operation time for failure allows us to speak about accuracy of results.
Conclusion
The analysis of the distributed computer systems modeled as a set of services provided by a server to a client processes is an important problem. Collection and data storage are expensive procedures as data often cost less than a distributed computer system they are processed on. The proposed procedure of reliability analysis of distributed computer systems allows us even at the design stage to avoid unnecessary duplication of data (to prevent their loss due to the unreliability of the system) and to avoid additional efforts and financial expenses.
The proposed models can be used in modern technologies of the distributed computer systems development critical about security. The considered in the paper indicators applied in the architectural reliability of distributed computer systems analysis may be adjusted as the most appropriate indicators for a particular system are determined depending on the system type and subject field of knowledge. Furthermore different indicators are applied for different systems.
In the result we can make the conclusion that the analysis model of the distributed computer systems of the architecture "client-server" allows us, unlike the existing models and methods of reliability estimation, without any assumptions about the laws of random variables distribution and a number of elements in the system to obtain expressions for the reliability parameters of the distributed computer system.
The given model instead distribution functions expressed in analytical form allows us to use their statistical equivalents found experimentally; that is especially helpful at the reliability calculation of the distributed computer systems.
The reliability analysis of the distributed computer systems of architecture "client-server" can be applied to assess the systems reliability for any possible architectural changes and reliable architecture election from some alternatives as depending on a number and size of the components the conditional and unconditional probability of failure, access, analysis and recovery time as well as the time of the various components use.
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